
Whatmakes an employee quit an organization?



Money

Learnings

Culture

Opportunities



One of the key competitive advantages one will ever have  
is the Culture and Values of the company



Presenting



Your key to a teamwork culture where

 Employees who contribute to well-oiled teams are  
happy and engaged

 Care more about their companies, their co-workers  
and their jobs

 Far more productive than those in an individualist  
environment



The NutBolt is an employee engagement,  
team building company whose prime focus is  
to build such specialized team building  
activities which will improve the interaction  
and trust level of employees. In organizations  
with a high retention rate, it is observed that  
employees prefer companies which Take care  
of their mental health apart from salary.



A happy environment is must for a workplace 
and team building is a key exercise which  

helps your employee to gel up with each other  
which is essential for a higher retention policy. 

Nut Bolt understands the importance of an  
employee for a company so we craft special  

team building activities in order to give them  
an amazing experience with fun into it.



Kanishk Tyagi, an Anchor, and Corporate Trainer since 8 years has  
been hosting multitude of events and team building activities. He loves  
new challenges and enjoys finding the fun in even most mundane tasks.  
The experience earned over the years while conducting team building  
activities has helped him develop an understanding to deliver well  
seasoned off the cuff remarks, incisive wit and to keep the event upbeat  
and entertaining. Another feather on his cap is using Drum Circle in the  
team development activities

Avowed for his wit and humor; Ajay Sehrawat is a dynamic public 
speaker, TV panelist & an orator. His popularity rose from the TV Show MTV  
ROADIES. An enchanting corporate presenter, having an experience of over 

5 years in the industry, he brings new concepts and ideas on the table 
every time. He was awarded the “Alumni Ambassador Award” by Amity  
University in the year 2017 for his achievements in Media and has been 

associated with some top media brands like MTV, TOI, HT, and NBT.



How do we  
engage employees

Employee  
GamesDrum Circle

Recognition Competition

TournamentsWorkplace  
Parties





..

Activities





Few Clients



Do you like what  
You saw?

Imagine how would it be like to experience!



Let’s Meet Up
connect@thenutbolt.com

+91 9654889400
+91 9899495986

mailto:connect@thenutbolt.com
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